
February 12, 2019

Ms. Patty Trap
Acting Regional Director
National Parks Service
601 Riverfront Drive
Omaha, NE 68102-4226

Re: Riverbank Stabilization
Middle Fork of the Vermilion River 
Vermilion County, Illinois 
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers 
File: LRL-602-2018-sjk

Dear Ms. Trap:

On behalf of Eco-Justice Collaborative, we are writing to express our concern over the Section 
404 Application currently before the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Louisville  District, for bank 
stabilization on the Middle Fork of the Vermilion River, Illinois’ only designated National Scenic 
River.  Over 2,000 Illinois residents have joined us in calling for the protection of the river and in 
opposing measures that will compromise its natural integrity.  We firmly believe that the 
proposed bank stabilization project, and therefore the approval thereof by the National Park 
Service, would be inconsistent with the requirements set forth in the National Wild and Scenic 
Rivers Act.

Dynegy Midwest Generation (the applicant) has proposed a massive riverbank stabilization 
project within the 17.1-mile section of the Middle Fork of the Vermilion River, which was 
designated a state-administered component of the National Wild and Scenic Rivers System in 
1989 under Section 2(a)(ii) of the Wild and Scenic Rivers Act. The Department of the Interior, 
National Parks Service (NPS) along with the the Illinois Department of Natural Resources 
(IDNR) as the state administrator, are mandated to protect and enhance the river’s free-flowing 
condition, water quality, and outstanding remarkable values (ORV) for which the river gained its 
designation. These values include scenic, recreational, ecological, geologic and historic 
resources. 

Section 7(a) Evaluation
Section 7(a) of the Wild and Scenic Rivers Act states: 

“... no department or agency of the United States shall assist by loan, grant, license, or 
otherwise in the construction of any water resources project that would have a direct and 
adverse effect on the values for which such river was established, as determined by the 
Secretary charged with its administration.” 

We believe that the proposed project would have multiple direct and adverse effects on values 
for which the Middle Fork was designated as a National Scenic River and therefore, the 
Secretary of the Department can not legally approve it.  These adverse effects include the 
following:
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Obstruction of the River’s Free-flowing Condition 
Section 16(b) of the Act defines “free-flowing” as “existing or flowing in natural condition without 
impoundment, diversion, straightening, rip-rapping or other modifications of the waterway.” 
Dynegy’s proposed project would significantly modify the channel morphology along 2,000 feet 
of riverbank next to the applicant’s Old East and North Ash Pits.  Approximately 11,500 cubic 
yards of rip-rap and stone toe protection, and an additional 2,000 cubic yards of soil would be 
deposited below the ordinary high water mark. According to information provided in the 
applicant’s permit application, the proposed project would require in-stream construction and 
excavation. In some locations construction would extend laterally thirty feet or more into the 
river channel. Excavation below the riverbed would extend over seven feet, and bottom 
sediments would be removed and replaced with stone. 

The expressed intent of the project is to limit the natural migration of the river channel and 
constrain flow in this section of the river. By any definition, armoring the channel of a natural 
stream limits its free-flowing character. Because the applicant’s project would not “protect and 
enhance” this value, its approval would violate this provision of the Act. 

Degradation of Water Quality
Section 1(b) of the Wild and Scenic Rivers Act specifically calls for the protection of water 
quality within designated rivers. The applicant’s proposal  would require extensive excavation of 
soils and sediments within the bed and bank of the river. These materials are known to be 
contaminated with heavy metals. Construction would take place over a 9 to 12 month period, re-
suspending contaminated soils in the river channel and creating the likelihood that a portion of 
them will be conveyed downstream.

Orange sediments regularly pool and settle in the river channel next to the Old East Ash Pit (see 
attached photographs). Samples of leachate taken from riverbank seeps  in this section by 
Illinois EPA personnel in 2008 were determined to contain coal ash chemicals. In 2016 and 
again in 2017, water quality testing of these seeps by a certified, independent laboratory 
showed the presence of arsenic, barium, boron, chromium, manganese, molybdenum and 
sulfate, all of which exceeded background levels. Multiple pollutants exceeded health-based 
standards set by the U.S. EPA. Chemicals found within the leachate are characteristic of coal 
ash and are known to be harmful to public health. They can cause cancer, reproductive 
problems and neurological disorders in humans and wildlife. 

In June of 2018, the Illinois EPA issued a Notice of Violation pursuant to Section 31(a)(1) of the 
Environmental Protection Act. Alleged violations included the unlawful discharge and deposition 
of contaminants into the river so as to cause or tend to cause water pollution and a water 
pollution hazard. The alleged contaminants remain present in the bank and bed of the river, 
within the area of proposed construction. To our knowledge, neither the extent nor depth of this 
contamination is known to either the applicant or the Illinois EPA. 
 
Because the applicant’s preferred alternative includes digging up the riverbed and excavating 
riverbanks, it has a high probability of disturbing and re-suspending contaminated soils and 
sediments into the river. This not only would  degrade water quality, but it also would redistribute 
coal ash chemicals downstream where they may be ingested by fish and other aquatic biota or 
become in contact with recreational users of the river.
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The applicant’s plans to limit this water pollution will not prevent the discharge of suspended 
sediments downstream.  According to the applicant’s Surface Water Pollution Prevention Plan 
(SWPP), the applicant proposes to install a temporary turbidity curtain to limit the downstream 
transport of sediments. The proposed turbidity curtain would consist of a 22-ounce pervious 
curtain fabric, secured between galvanized steel ballast chain (along the channel bottom) and a 
one-foot-wide flotation element. The curtain would be field-fitted and located based on 
construction activities and sequencing. 

Silt or turbidity curtains have been used with success in situations where waters are relatively 
calm or quiescent. However, they are highly susceptible to changing water levels and turbulent 
currents; exactly the conditions that will be encountered in the Middle Fork. The loading applied 
to a silt curtain structure during exposure to a current typically causes the structure to deform 
due to the opposing anchoring, buoyancy and current forces (USACE, 1978). Also, there are 
seams in the curtain that can allow suspended sediments to escape. Typically, a turbidity curtain 
will not contain 100% of suspended solids, and with changing water conditions, sediment 
containment could be much less.  Alternative sediment control options such as cofferdams or 
Porta-Dams would also be vulnerable to the high discharges that regularly occur in the Middle Fork.

Degradation of Scenic Values
The Middle Fork is known for its scenic beauty, with majestic bluffs, and upland and lowland 
forest that line its channel. The 17.1-mile corridor is natural and undeveloped, with the exception 
of the property owned by the applicant. The long-term management goals for the river as stated 
in the Corridor Management Plan adopted in 1992 by the Illinois Department of Natural 
Resources, the state agency responsible for administering this National Scenic River, are 
summarized as follows: 

1. To preserve and enhance the overall natural character of the river area.  

2. To preserve the largely undeveloped shoreline by minimizing and controlling 
development within the protected river corridor.  

3. To minimize the evidence of man’s activity within the protected corridor.  

The proposed project calls for the installation of 24-inch diameter boulders as stone toe 
protection along 2,000 feet of riverbank. The proposed 2:1 slope will result in extensive 
exposure of mono-typical rock, visible under normal water levels during much of the year. The 
applicant proposes to install live branch layering by planting whips of alder and willow species in 
the rip-rap, with the intention of creating a more natural appearance. Even under the best 
management regime, the successful establishment of a vegetative cover able to fully obscure 
the rip- rap is unlikely, due to seasonal flooding; ice scour; and generally harsh growing 
conditions.
 
A similar planting technique was used in a 485-foot section of riverbank adjacent to the New 
East Pit in 2016. This section remains an eyesore to individuals using the river. The cumulative 
visual impact of installing an additional 2,000 feet of rip-rap (ultimately 0.47 mile) in this 
otherwise unspoiled corridor clearly violates the stipulations of the National Scenic River 
designation and the Corridor Management Plan adopted for this river and should not be 
approved by the Secretary of the Interior.
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Reduction of Recreational Values 
The proposed project would have a direct and adverse effect on the recreational values of the 
river. The scenic beauty, clean running water, and undeveloped river corridor make the Middle 
Fork an important recreational destination for tens of thousands of people each year. The river 
is heavily used for fishing, canoeing, tubing, wildlife viewing and even wading and swimming. 
Similar recreational opportunities are rare in east-central Illinois, and form the basis for a 
valuable recreational economy. 

The applicant’s preferred alternative would disrupt the use of the river for kayaking and 
canoeing during the prime recreational season. Heavy equipment operating in the river channel 
is likely to close the river next to the project, affecting the livery who puts approximately 10,000 
people on the river in canoes, kayaks or tubes each year. This equipment also would disturb 
polluted sediments and create noise and visual intrusions, significantly diminishing one of the 
river’s outstanding remarkable values. 

While plans to construct a portage are under consideration, it is unlikely that most using the river 
will be willing to carry canoes, kayaks and gear for over 1/3 of a mile to avoid construction.  And 
those who do may choose never to return to the Middle Fork.

Impairment of Stream Ecology
The Middle Fork of the Vermilion River is one of the most biologically diverse in Illinois. The 
river’s clear-flowing water, sand and gravel substrates, and complex flow through riffles, pools, 
and eddies, offer high quality habitats for fish and invertebrates, aquatic plants and micro-flora 
and -fauna. The scale (nearly 5 acres of stream bank and stream bed disturbance) and duration 
(i.e., 9- to 12-month construction period) anticipated by the proposed project have the potential 
to adversely impact the river and its biological systems. 

The Middle Fork provides important habitat for a variety of state and federally protected mussel 
species, including the federally endangered clubshell mussel (Pleurobema clava) and northern 
riffleshell (Epioblasma rangiana). Seven species are classified as state endangered or 
threatened. Stodola et. al. (2103) found 30 species of mussels in the Middle Fork. Seven sites in 
the Middle Fork (including sections above and below the proposed project area) were classified 
as Highly Valued, with high species richness and/or abundance and intolerant species likely 
present. Stantec (2018) surveyed the immediate project area and found 33 live mussels 
representing eight species. 

The highly-diverse fishery in the Middle Fork also includes species that serve as essential hosts 
for glochidia, the larval stage of selected mussel species. Stantec (2018) noted host species 
such as the rainbow darter (Etheostoma camurum), fantail darter (E. flabellare), dusky darter (E. 
sciera), smallmouth bass (Microterus dolemieu), hornyhead chub (Nocomis biguttatus) and 
longear sunfish (Lepomis megalotis) within the project area.
 
The state-endangered bluebreast darter (Etheostoma camurum) is one of five state-listed fishes 
inhabiting the Middle Fork. It is only known to exist in Illinois in the Middle Fork and Salt Fork 
branches of the Vermilion River system. This species is found in areas of moderate to swift 
currents among cobble and boulder substrates and spawns in these areas during early summer, 
the period of construction. 
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The river receives pollutant loads from soil erosion and chemicals associated with agricultural 
runoff, as well as nutrient loads and fecal coliforms from small waste treatment facilities 
upstream. Coal ash pollutants enter the river from the unlined coal ash pits owned by the 
applicant. Water quality analyses conducted on samples collected in 2013 by the Illinois Natural 
History Survey showed concentrations of ten elements appreciably greater in water samples 
taken downstream from the proposed project area versus those collected upstream of the plant 
site. This was most notable for cadmium, chromium, mercury, lead, zinc and dissolved cobalt 
(Levengood and Soucek, 2014). 

Contaminants become available to fish and other aquatic organisms via ingestion or through 
active or passive uptake of dissolved metals.The cumulative effects of existing pollution and 
additional stress generated by in-stream construction and the dispersal of contaminated soils 
from the bank and bottom of the river could negatively affect aquatic biota in the river. In 
addition to the impact of increased pollutant loads, alterations to the stream channel and 
resulting changes to hydraulics could have cumulative negative effects on areas immediately 
downstream. We are concerned that an additional 1/3 mile of hardscape will have adverse 
impacts on downstream flow dynamics, bedload and sediment transport. These changes could 
adversely affect important fish and invertebrate communities immediately downstream.
 
Section 10(a) Evaluation
Section 10(a) of the Wild and Scenic Rivers Act directs state and federal administering agencies 
to protect and enhance the values for which the river is designated. Guidelines established by 
the Department of Interior, National Parks Service interpret this language as “a non-degradation 
and enhancement policy” for all designated rivers. The applicant’s project adversely affects and 
degrades the scenic, ecological, and recreational characteristics for which the river received its 
National Scenic River designation. Based on this interpretation, the applicant’s preferred 
alternative is not consistent with Section 10(a) of the Act. 

In your office’s June 2016, FINAL SECTION 7(a) EVALUATION AND DETERMINATION for the 
485 feet of stone toe bank stabilization along the New East Ash Pit (which was far less intrusive 
than the 2,000 feet now proposed) you stated:

“ the locations of the fly ash disposal ponds is not consistent with the purpose of the River 
and the removal of the ash ponds as well as associated embankments, streamside 
pumphouse, and non-operational infrastructure that remains within the river corridor would 
protect and enhance the River and its values.”

Your EVALUATION AND DETERMINATION also states:

“The project does not protect or enhance the River or its values to the greatest extent 
possible and is not fully consistent with Section 10(a) of the Act.”

and goes on to say:

“The NPS encourages continued coordination between stakeholders and agencies 
regarding the long-term restoration potential at the Dynegy site and the need for a 
comprehensive approach to riverbank management.”
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The IEPA is currently reviewing alternatives for closing the three coal ash pits on Dynegy’s 
property.  If the coal ash pits are closed via full or partial removal of the ash, then smaller scale, 
less destructive bank stabilization options could be implemented at specific locations where 
erosion poses the most significant threat to the coal ash pits.  The massive excavation into the 
streambed, disruption of contaminated soils in the bank and bed of the river, and the installation 
of tens of thousands of tons of unsightly rip rap would be unnecessary.  Moving the ash out of 
the floodplain is within the ability of the applicant and would meet the purpose and need for the 
project, i.e.: preventing the coal ash from being released into the river.  

Constructing a 2,000 foot wall along a National Scenic River without consideration for its long-
term necessity would be irresponsible.  Approving a second project four times as long and 
significantly more intrusive than the first would not only a violate the Act, but be short-sighted.

A comprehensive management approach demands that the need for and consequences of any 
project proposed within the management corridor be fully understood.  The applicant has offered 
no analytical basis for its design.  This is particularly troubling given its size and intrusiveness to 
the river.  Any project should be appropriately designed to fit future need and minimize adverse 
effects on the river.  Localized bank stabilization also often transfers erosional energy 
downstream, creating subsequent structural problems that may require remedial action.  The 
plan does not appear to take this phenomenon into account.

The applicant also offers no plan or funding for long-term monitoring and maintenance.  Bank 
stabilization installed along the same stretch of river in the 1980’s was neglected until the 
gabion structures literally were washed downstream and the structural integrity of the coal ash 
embankments was threatened.  Meandering rivers are relentless in their action and ability to 
erode and rework sediments in their floodplains.  In the long-term, any stabilization will be 
overcome by the natural forces of the river, which will continue to move west to reclaim its 
floodplain and eliminate the coal ash pits, which are obstructions within the otherwise free-
flowing natural river system.  The problem and therefore the impact on the scenic river will be 
perpetual.   

Conclusion
Eco-Justice Collaborative wishes to go on record calling on the National Park Service and those 
who represent it to abide by the provisions of the National Wild And Scenic Rivers Act and 
protect the Middle Fork of the Vermilion River.  Permit application LRL-602-2018-sjk currently 
before the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, if approved, would allow for major structural 
modifications to 2,000 linear feet of Illinois’ only National Scenic River, directly and adversely 
impacting the values for which the river was designated a National Scenic River.  It also would 
provide tacit endorsement for leaving 3.3 million cubic yards of coal ash within the floodplain of 
the river, a condition that is unnecessary and antithetical to the Middle Fork’s National Scenic 
River status.  For these reasons we believe that you must issue an adverse impact 
determination for the project.

Sincerely,
                         

Lan R. Richart Pamela J. Richart
Co-Director Co-Director
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Enclosures

cc: Hector Santiago, U.S. Department of the Interior, National Park Service  
Wayne Rosenthal, Director, Illinois Department of Natural Resources  
U.S. Senator Richard J. Durbin  
U.S. Senator Tammy Duckworth  
U.S. Representative Rodney Davis  
State Senator Scott Bennett 
State Representative Michael Marron  
State Representative Carol Ammons  
Larry Baughn, Vermilion County Board Chair
Rickey Williams, Mayor, City of Danville
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Attachment, 2-12-19 EJC Letter to National Park Service 
File LRL-602-2018-sjk


    

Photo #1. Coal ash contaminants pooling next to Old East Ash Pit.  Photograph by EJC. May 2018.

Photo #2.  Coal ash contaminants pooling next to Old East Ash Pit.  Photograph by EJC. May 2018.
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Photo #3.  Riverbank stabilization, New East Ash Pit.  Photography by EJC. June 2017.

Photo #4. Riverbank stabilization. New East Ash Pit.  Photography by Illinois EPA.  June 2018.
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